ErgoGlideR
The ErgoGlider is a single patient lateral transfer and repositioning sheet and
provides a low cost, high quality solution to initiate and support safe patient
handling programs. This disposable product made from two-ply plastic sheeting
provides durability in a lightweight product and can be wiped-down for reuse
with the same patient. Blue in color, the ErgoGlider has detailed instructions
printed on each sheet and is easy to store and dispense. (Order no. 231007)

We’re the company that
brings you Jean…

Safe and Economical:

There are many reasons why Prism Medical’s Client-Specific slings represent
a smart choice.
• Typically one-tenth or less the price of reusable slings
• Client-specific slings last for one to three months – If not soiled or laundered.
• Savings earned from not having expensive laundry and replacement costs.
• Compatible with full range of lift equipment and carry bars designed for
loop slings
• No need to purchase additional equipment.
Most importantly:
• Prism Medical’s Client-Specific slings are limited to one individual, the risk
of cross-contamination between multiple clients is eliminated.
Prism Medical’s Client-Specific slings 600 lb. safe working load means they are
appropriate for 99% of clients. A label on the back of the sling indicates when
it requires disposal. If a sling becomes soiled it is discarded.

Costs of Hospital Acquired infection

In North America hospital-acquired infections strike two million people every year. This high rate of hospital-acquired
infection is avoidable and costs nearly 100,000 lives per year. Health care costs are inflated by billions of dollars as a result
of these infections. A single outbreak can cost a health care facility enormously and can cause damage to its reputation.

Assessing Infection Risk

Client-specific slings and slide sheets should be an integral part of your infection control regimen. Since each client has his
or her unique sling or slide sheet the increased risk of cross-contamination inherent in multiple clients sharing a sling or slide
sheet is eliminated. ErgoSafe has the widest range of standard and custom, client-specific sling and slide sheets for every
application.
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AND Jean BRINGS YOU THE
Prism Medical Client-Specific
sling selection
Our exacting standards are why ErgoSafe and Prism Medical’s
slings, transfer and re-positioning products are recognized
throughout North America. Our new Client-Specific slings offer
the same exceptional quality and reliability. We use strong, nonwoven material that conforms to body contour and improves
comfort and safety. And because these slings are intended for only
one client they help prevent infections from spreading, as well as
eliminating laundry costs.

WE’RE THE COMPANY THAT BRINGS YOU
A wide selection of client specific slings
Client-Specific Universal Sling
Easy to use and fit. The Universal client specific sling’s full head support with
built-in dart and foam padding for the thigh offers all-around utility. Offers good
toileting access. 6 single-loop straps. Available in Small (order no. 547050), Medium
(order no. 547060), Large (order no. 547070) and XLarge (order no. 547080)

Client-Specific premium Universal
Sling
The Premium Universal sling’s multiple attachment points at the shoulders and
legs offers greater adjustment capability for positioning and increased comfort for
patients. This sling includes a handle on the back which gives caregivers greater
control during the lifting and transferring process. Available in Small (order no.
547051), Medium (order no. 547061), Large (order no. 547071) and XLarge (order
no. 547081)

Client-Specific Positioning Sling
The Positioning sling provides the option of being permanently in place as part of
the bedding. Made from resilient, breathable material, its twelve straps have three
color-coded loops per strap, giving the caregiver maximum flexibility when positioning the head, torso and legs. This flexibility makes re-positioning and turning
easy, quick and accurate. The Positioning Sling is excellent for transfers between
horizontal surfaces. Dimensions 44” X 78”. (Order no. 547810)

Tri-Turner Client-Specific Sling
Tri-Turner sling’s dual, triangular shape and padded foam provides excellent
support for the entire back. Used to turn a client into a lateral, resting position,
for added convenience and safety, each sling has four attachment points. The
sewn-in Velcro Loop and Hook attach the sling to the bed, helping to turn the
client comfortably. (Sling used only for turning-not lifting). Six sizes from
Jr.-Sm.-Med.-Lge.-XL.-XXL. (Order no. sequence 547100 to 547105)

Ergoslide Disposable Slide Sheet
Client-Specific Band Sling
The Band sling assists caregivers seeking to support and position limbs. Providing
proper limb support, height and a comfortable surface, the Band Sling assists staff
with wound care, foot care, or washing and hygiene. Band Slings can be used with
a ceiling lift to turn a client in bed. Dimensions: 9“ x 34”. (Order no. 507770)

Ergoslide Disposable slide sheet’s specially treated, non-woven material creates
a low friction surface. This patient-specific disposable slide sheet is economical
and easy to use. Use singularly or in pairs to reposition a patient in bed or from
one surface to another. Packaged in cases of 100, simply open the top of the
box where indicated and it becomes a dispenser. Remove one sheet at a time as
needed. Available in Standard (order no. 231001) and Wide (order no. 231002)
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